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Motivation

Developments in materials design and synthesis have resulted in
photocathodes that can have a high quantum efficiency (QE), operate
at visible wavelengths, and are robust enough to operate in high
electric field gradient photoguns, for application to free electron lasers
and in dynamic electron microscopy and diffraction.

However, synthesis often results in roughness, ranging from the nano
to the microscale. The effect of this roughness in a high gradient
accelerator is to produce a small transverse accelerating gradient,
which therefore results in emittance growth.

Although analytical formulations of the effects of roughness have
been developed, detailed theoretical modeling and simulations that
are verified against experimental data are lacking.

We aim to develop realistic electron emission modeling and 3D
simulations from photocathodes with controlled surface roughness to
enable an efficient way to explore parameter regimes of relevant
experiments.
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Momentatron experiments allow investigation of emission
properties and surface roughness effects.

Recent advances in material science methods have been demonstrated
(H. A. Padmore. Measurement of the transverse momentum of electrons

from a photocathode as a function of photon energy, in P3 2014) to
control the growth of photoemissive materials (e.g. Sb) on a
substrate to create different types of rough layers with a variable
thickness of the order of 10 nm.

Momentatron experiments have been developed (J. Feng et al., Rev.

Sc. Instr., 86, 015103-1/5, 2015) to measure transverse electron
momentum and emittance.

It was demonstrated (J. Feng et al., Appl. Phys. Lett., 107, 134101-1/4

2015) recently how data from momentatron experiments can be used
to investigate the thermal limit of intrinsic emittance of metal
photocathodes.
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Figure 1: We have implemented some of the modeling capabilities needed and
used them to simulate electron emission from rough and flat surfaces of a
semimetallic (Sb) and semiconducting (GaAs) photoemissive materials.
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Overview of our modeling approach

The overall modeling capabilities needed, within the Vorpal/VSim
Particle-in-Cell (PIC) code framework, to simulate electron emission from
photocathodes with controlled rough surfaces consist of

electron excitation in a photoemissive material in response to
absorption of photons with a given wavelength

charge dynamics due to drift and various types of scattering processes

representation of rough interfaces

calculation of electron emission probabilities that takes into account
image charge and field enhancement effects across rough surfaces

particle reflection/emission updates and efficient 3D electrostatic
(ES) solver for a simulation domain that has sub-domains with
different dielectric properties separated by piece-wise continuous
rough interfaces.
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Modeling electron photo excitation

The spatial distribution of excited electrons is modeled from an
exponential decay relative to the location an absorbed photon impacts
the emission surface:

∆Nph
abs (xi −∆x < x < xi , y , z , t) ≈ Nph

abs (x = xs , y , z , t)
exp

(
−|xs−xi |

a(~ω)

)
∆x

a(~ω)

Given a laser pulse intensity profile and reflection coefficient R for the
photocathode material, the number of photons absorbed through a
particular photocathode surface cell with area ∆S = ∆y ×∆z over
the time interval from t to t + ∆t is determined from:

Nph
abs (x = xs , y , z , t) ≈ (1− R) I (xs , y , z , t) ∆S∆t/ (~ω)

The energy dependence of the absorption length a (~ω) for ranges of
interest is determined from published optical data (e.g., available for
Sb in M. Cardona and D. L. Greenaway, Phys. Rev. 133, A1685 1964 and
for GaAs in S. Karkare et al., J. Appl. Phys., 113, 104904-1/12, 2013).
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Energy and momentum of photo-excited electrons

The energies of photo-excited electrons can be determined accurately
if the band structure is known (e.g., as in GaAs).

Another approach is to draw a sample sing a distribution determined
from a density-of-states (DOS) and the Fermi-Dirac function. For the
Sb simulations here, we used this approach.

The momentum direction of a photo-excited electron is sampled from
a uniform distribution on the unit sphere.
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We have developed simulations with different types of
surface roughness.

Figure 2: The surfaces are represented with cut-cell grid boundaries.
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Why modeling electron-electron scattering in metals is
important?

Charged carrier-carrier binary scattering is the most important proces
that affects electron emission from metallic photocathodes.

A photo-excited electron with energy higher than the work function
(of the order of 1 eV) is likely to be emitted only if it does not scatter
with another electron before its emission occurs.

A single electron-electron scattering event usually reduces the energy
of a photo-excited electron to practically prevent it from being
emitted.

Electron-phonon scattering has a maximum energy exchange given by
the maximum optical phonon energy of around 0.1 eV.

Many electron-phonon scattering events (phonon emission) are
needed to relax the energy of a photo-excited electron to prevent it
from emission.
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Different approaches have beed proposed to model charged
carrier-carrier (binary) scattering in Monte Carlo
simululations.

In semiconductors, an approach proposed by Lugli and Ferry, Physica
117B, 251 (1983), can also be applied to model transient behavior
(Osman and Ferry, Phys. Rev. B, 36, 6018 (1987)). It was later improved
(M. Mos̆ko and A. Mos̆ková, Phys. Rev., 44 10794 (1991)) to prevent extra
energy dissipation in the original algorithm.
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electrons and holes. The average energy of the electrons
and holes, energy-loss rates through e-h and e-ph in-
teractions, are then calculated at the end of each itera-
tion or at specified time intervals.

III. THEORY
The carrier-carrier interaction is very important at

high carrier densities. Furthermore, each carrier, while
interacting with the phonons, is influenced by the pres-
ence of the other carriers. Consequently, the carrier-
carrier interactions screen the carrier-phonon interac-
tions. This screening considerably weakens the
electron-phonon interactions compared to the hole-
phonon interactions. This is because holes also interact
with TO phonons through the practically unscreened
deformation-potential coupling. The e-ph interaction is
strongly screened at high concentrations of electrons
where the Puali exclusion principle has to be taken into
account. This makes the e-ph interactions very
inefticient as a channel for transferring the excess energy
of the hot electrons to the lattice. On the other hand,
the h-ph interactions are very ef6cient in transferring the
energy from the hot holes to the lattice. Furthermore,
the photoexcitation process generates electrons with ex-
cess energy much higher than that of holes, on account
of the band structure. This results in a two-carrier sys-
tem that is very far from equilibrium. The optimum
manner in which the system can reach equilibrium is by
transferring energy from the hot electrons to the rela-
tively cold holes and then to the lattice. The effects of
exchange forces, band-gap renormalization, and state
filling are neglected. In addition, we also neglect the
mixing of the longitudinal-optical phonons and the
plasmon modes. ' In Sec. III A, the scattering reates for
carrier-carrier interactions are derived. The screened e-
ph and h-ph interactions are then derived in Sec. III B,
and the self-consistent screening model is discussed
briefty. The expressions for the energies of the photoex-
cited e-h pairs are developed in Sec. III C.

A. Screened carrier-carrier interaction

The electron and holes are assumed to interact among
themselves, and with each other, through a screened
Coulomb potential of the form

for the other wave vectors. The matrix element M is
given by

M=(ko, k
~

V(r)
~
ko, k') =

I ko—ko I
+P

where V is the volume of the crystal, and the initial and
final states have been represented by plane waves. The
scattering rate for the carrier-carrier interaction is ob-
tained from (2) by summing over k, k', and ko. Because
the manner in which degeneracy is implemented in EMC
decides whether the final state is occupied or not after
selecting the scattering mechanism, all the final states
are assumed to be unoccupied in the calculation of
scattering rates. Consequently, we can assume that all
the final states are empty, i.e., fk. fk ——0 (——furthermore,

0we s« f/, , =I). Under these conditions the scattering
rate for an electron in state

~
ko

~
) by a hole in state

~
k), assuming parabolic energy momentum dispersion
(E =& k /2m*) for both the electrons and holes, is
given by

4

g fkg/(g '+p'»2m'A e V

/L/, =m, m/, /(m, +m/, ) . (5)

We can gain more insight into this process by rewrit-
ing (4) in integral form for both I,/, (ko) and I h, (ko), i.e.,

4
1,„(k)= ~ J d kf„(k)

2m@ A' P (Q /, +P )
(6)

and
4

I „,(ko)= ~ f d'k f, (k)2~~'X' P'(Q,', +P')
where

Q /,
—2p

~
ko/m —k/m/, ~, Q/,

—2p
~
ko/m/, —k/m

where the relative wave vector g and reduced mass p are
defined by

g= 2/u(ko/m, —k/mh )

k, k = „~M l'fkof~( fk )('—f~)—
&&5(E, +Ek Ek Ek ), — —

ko 0 (2)

where fk and E/, are the occupation probability and the
energy of the wave vector k, respectively, and similarly

eV(r) = exp( Pr ), —
4mer

where e is the dielectric constant of the material and p is
the inverse screening length. The probability for the two
interacting fermions to make a transition from the initial
state (ko, k) to a final (ko, k') as a result of the Coulomb
interaction is obtained from the Fermi golden rule as

and n and p are the electron and hole concentrations. It
is obvious that in general l,h&I h„because of the large
density of states in the heavy-hole band compared to the
central valley of the conduction band. Moreover, the
two distribution functions can be dramatically different
in detail. This situation arises particularly in the pho-
toexcitation of e-h plasmas, because the initial energy of
the electrons is usually much higher than that of the
holes. Furthermore, the concentrations of electrons can
be different from that of the holes in the situation in
which the starting semiconductor material is doped
significantly.
Expressions (6) and (7) are not suitable for calculating

the scattering rates in the ensemble Monte Carlo method
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because one has to know the form of the electron and
hole distribution functions. Takenake et al. " assumed
f, (k) to be a drifted Maxwellian in order to evaluate the
e-e scattering rate numerically. Although this assump-
tion is justified for steady-state situations, it does not
hold in transient situations following the application of a
laser pulse or electric field. Lugli and Ferry used the
time-evolving distribution function built into the EMC
approach to calculate the e-e scattering rates self-
consistently. Their algorithm eliminated the need to
know the form of the distribution function and allowed
them to study the effect of e-e interactions in transient
situations. The basic idea behind their approach is the
realization of the fact that the ensemble average ( G (k) )
of any k-dependent microscopic observable G;(k) of the
ith particle of the ensemble is given by

(G(k)) = J d k G(k)f (k)=—g G;(k),

where X is the number of carriers in the ensemble. In a
similar fashion, using the fact that the integral over the
distribution function is equivalent to a sum over all the
ensemble, the expressions for the scattering rates can be
rewritten as

that described by Lugli and Ferry. If either k' or ko is
not allowed, the scattering event is taken as a self-
scattering, i.e., the states of two particles are not
changed.
The above scattering rates describe the scattering of

the primary particle. We have chosen to change the
state of the second particle taking part in the carrier-
carrier interaction to conserve both the energy and
momentum, even though this means some of the carriers
will scatter more frequently.
In Fig. 2, we plot the scattering rates for e-e, e-h, and

h-h interaction processes, assuming a Maxwellian distri-
bution for both the electrons and holes, for illustrative
purposes. In this way, we have assumed the electron
temperature is 1100 K and the hole temperature is 160
K. From this figure, it is clear that the h-h scattering
rates are much stronger than the e-e scattering rates due
to the larger density of states in the heavy-hole band.
Also notice that the interaction of an electron with a
hole plasma is stronger than the rate at which a hole in-
teracts with a sea of electrons. This is related to the
large density of states for holes also.

B. Screened carrier-phonon interactions

and

4

2g3 N ~ p2(g2 +p2) (10)
The electron-electron interaction modifies the

electron-phonon interaction by screening these interac-
tions. Assuming static screening, the expression for the
screened electron-phonon interaction is

4 e 6~0
~p) (e)= eV

1 q
e0 (q'+ p')' (14)

To obtain the expression for the e-e scattering rate
F„(k0), we set m, =m =mh and tu=m /2 in (10) (choos-
ing the appropriate mass for the electrons and converse-
ly for the holes in h-h scattering), and

where p is the inverse screening length. The total
scattering rate is given by

ko=ko ——,'(g —g)
k'=k+ —,'(g' —g) . (13)

k0—k
4meh' N, k p(~k0 —k~ +p)

where N, (Nh ) are the number of electrons (holes) in the
ensemble and the sum is over all the k vectors of the en-
semble carriers. The major advantage of the above ex-
pressions for the scattering rates is the elimination of the
need to explicitly know the form of the distribution
function. Furthermore, because the EMC has a built-in
distribution function, these expressions make use of the
actual distribution function as it evolves in time with the
ensemble. Consequently, one can study the relaxation of
highly excited carriers, taking into account the carrier-
carrier interaction on a subpicosecond time scale.
The magnitude of the relative wave vector g is con-

served in the collision, which allows one to determine
the relative wave vector g', and hence ko and k', from
the following relations:

lol4

I

I5lO

lo -4 -2
kz

l
/
/
///

~eh

~ee

~he

0
(lO m ')

rh= 160 K

n =5xlO cm

Te= lOOQ K

The Anal states are then checked to see if they are al-
lowed, to account for degeneracy in a manner similar to

FIG. 2. Carrier-carrier scattering rates as a function of the
average z-directed momentum.

This approach is inefficient for degenerate semiconductors since the Pauli
exlcusion principle is applied at the end of each scattering event effectively
throwing away many computations when the final states are not allowed.
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We implemented a unified model for carrier-carrier
scattering.

For metals, the often used approach is based on a many-body
formalism using the imaginary part of the electron self-energy.
A Fermi golden rule approach using a screen Coulomb potential has
also been used. Both approaches are complex and computatinally
intensive to implement in particle Monte Carlo simulations.
Ziaja et al. J. Appl. Phys., 99 033514 (2006) proposed a unified model
for calculation of electron-electron mean free paths (MFP) in metals
and semiconductors that is applicable over a wide range of energies
and is efficient for use in Monte Carlo transport simulations.
The MFP is given (in Å) by the simple formula:

λ(E ) =

√
E

a (E − Eth)b
+

E − E0 exp (−B/A)

A ln (E/E0) + B
,

where Eth is a threshold energy for the scattering (Eth = 0 for metals
and Eth = EG for semiconductors), E0 = 1 eV, and a, b, A, and B are
fitting constants.
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Scattering rates in metals could vary over several orders of
magnitude in the low energy regime.

The fitting parameters in the model are determined from experimental
data (when available) and/or full band structure calculations.

The scattering rates can be calculated from the MFP.
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Figure 3: MFP and scattering rates determined from the unified model with the
parameters for Li.
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We used two sets of rates for electron-electron scattering
in Sb.

The fitting parameters are not known for Sb.
We investigated two regimes for the rates in Sb by using low and high
rates observed in some metals.
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Figure 4: The two regimes of low and high MFPs (and their corresponding
scattering rates) used in the simulation are plotted over a low energy range
relevant to photo-excitation in emission experiments (also within the low energy
regime of the scattering model: E < EP with EP the plasmon energy).
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Field enhancement on rough surfaces affects electron
emission

Tech-X Corp. Modeling Electron Emission and Surface E↵ects of High QE Photocathodes Topic: 6.a

The parameters for the rough surface shown in Fig. 4 were provided to us by Dr. Howard
Padmore from LBNL. They are: ridge period of 394 nm, ridge height of 194 nm, and width of
the ridge flat part equal to 79 nm. The transitions from the ridge flat part to its angled side
walls and from the walls to the valleys between ridges are represented with arcs. This approach
allows us to construct the curved transitions shown in Fig. 4 as well as all other rough surfaces of
interest that have been investigated. In the Phase I final report, we describe in detail the di↵erent
approaches we investigated to represent rough surfaces and the algorithm we implemented.

Task 4: Develop method for computing surface fields and electron emission
from rough surface shapes

Given a rough photocathode surface, as the one shown in Fig. 4, the problem we addressed in
this task was to develop an algorithm to handle emission and reflection when an electron in the
photocathode attempts to cross its rough emission surface. Moreover, field enhanced emission
e↵ects are essential to include in order to enable investigation of dark current and emittance
growth due to surface roughness.
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Figure 5: Longitudinal electric field (left plot) from Vorpal’s ES solver for the case of a single
ridge rough surface confirms the strongest field enhancement is close to the tips of the ridge. The
lines shown are normal to the ridge surface at the corresponding locations. The right plot shows
the surface potential energy (from Eq. (1) with � = 0.63 eV) lowering along the three lines.

We investigated a specific approach to include these e↵ects. Then, we prototyped an algorithm
to implement it. The implemented approach is based on the approximation that the surface
potential can still be represented by Eq. (1) at any point where an electron attempts to cross
into vacuum. For a rough surface, x in Eq. (1) is a coordinate along the direction of the local
normal at the crossing point on the surface. Examples of such local normal directions are shown
in Fig. 5 for three locations on a ridge rough surface similar to the grated surfaces being grown
in LBNL and the ones we considered in the previous task. Only a cross section of the rough
cathode material-vacuum interface is shown in Fig. 5 together with the longitudinal electric
field calculated by Vorpal’s ES solver. The normal directions at the three locations are shown

8

Figure 5: Longitudinal electric field (left plot) from Vorpal’s ES solver for the case
of a single ridge rough surface confirms the strongest field enhancement is close
to the tips of the ridge. The lines shown are normal to the ridge surface at the
corresponding locations. The right plot shows the surface potential energy (with
χ = 0.63 eV) lowering along the three lines.
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Transfer matrix (TM) approach

The emission probability is calculated by solving a 1D quantum
mechanical problem with a space-varying electron mass.

General form of the 1D Schrödinger equation.

−~2

2

d

dz

1

m∗ (z)

dψ (z)

dz
+ Vss (z)ψ (z) = Eincψ (z) , (1)

Vss (x) is a stair-step representation of the actual potential energy
V (x) across the interface.

The energy is given by

Einc = Etot − E (k⊥) = Etot −
(~k⊥)2

2me
,

where Etot is the electron’s total energy in diamond (before emission)
and E (k⊥) is the part of the electron’s energy (in vacuum) that
depends on the electron’s full transverse crystal momentum k⊥.
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The TM method approximates a generally-shaped
potential with a stair step representation.
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Figure 6: Example discretization of the V (xn) = χ− Fnxn − Q/xn potential using
≈ 40 steps; 500 steps are used in the simulations. For metals, the electron affinity
is χ = µ+ Φ, with µ the chemical potential and Φ the work function. Positions
xn and field values Fn are along emission surface outward normal directions with
local origin at where particle attempted emission position. In each interval, the
electron potential and its mass are considered constant but can vary from interval
to interval.
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Transmission probability formalism

The transmission probability (coefficient) is defined as the ratio of the
incident to transmitted current densities:

T
(
Einc,kicn,‖

)
=

Jtr
(
mtr , ktr ,‖

)
Jinc

(
minc , kinc,‖

) . (2)

The current density is determined from the solution of the
Schrödinger equation:

J (m, k) =
~

2mi
(ψ∗k (z) ∂zψk (z)− ψk (z) ∂zψ

∗
k (z)) .

In the transfer matrix the wave functions are plane waves in each of
the intervals with a constant potential energy.
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Simulations of emission from a grated ridge confirm the
expected effect of field enhancement.

Figure 7: Particles loaded manually within a 20 nm distance from the emission
surface assuming light impacting the ridge surface along the negative x axis.
GaAs is used for modeling electron drift/diffusion in the photocathode material.
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We compare results from simulations with flat and 3-ridge
rough emission surfaces.

We did initial development using a GaAs emission layer.

Recently, simulations were extended to Sb (work function of 4.4 eV)
with only electron-electron scattering included.

A constant potential difference is maintained across the x length of
the simulation domain leading to an applied field magnitude in the
vacuum region of the order of 1 MV/m (it varies on the rough
emission surface).

The controlled rough surface has a ridge period of 394 nm, ridge
height of 194 nm, and a width of the ridge flat top of 79 nm - based
on grated surfaces grown in LBNL (data provided by H. Padmore).

We use periodic boundary conditions in the transverse directions.

The simulation domain size for both the 3-ridge and the flat emission
surfaces is 0.4268× 1.182× 0.394, in µm, with 88× 264× 16 number
of cells. The time step was 2.5× 10−16 s.
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Photo-excited electrons are loaded in a surface layer with
20 nm width.

Figure 8: Electrons are initialized only at t = 0 s (left plot) in the photocathode
material sub-domain of the simulation (shown with red spheres). The electron
dynamics in Sb is practically diffusive with only a small number emitted into the
vacuum sub-domain, shown with green spheres in the right plot at simulation
time of 25 fs.
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The simulations are started with 30k photo-excited
electrons

Figure 9: A sample distribution of loaded electrons projected to the y -z plane.
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Typical paterns of field enhancement on the rough and flat
emission surfaces used in the simulations.

Software for Modeling and Design of Diamond Amplifier Cathodes Tech-X Corp.

always see the same applied field. In Phase I, we have used a background positive charge
(fixed at the same location where the electrons were loaded at t = 0 s) when starting
the simulations so the total initial charge is zero and the ES solver was set to take the
space charge into account. However, once electrons are emitted, the field could change
significantly to pull electrons back due to the static positive background change. We are
still investigating how to take into account the space charge e↵ects more accurately in the
simulations.

Figure 12: Ex component of the electric field calculated from the ES solver (intensity in
the x � y plane and a line-out at y = Ly/2, where Ly is the simulation domain size along
the y axis). Space charge is not taken into account.

2.5.1 Quantum e�ciency

Since our electrons are loaded only at the start of the simulations, we calculated the
QE (rather than the emission current as in the experiments done with continuous surface
illumination) over the time of the simulations (5 ps). The data for the two types of emission
surfaces is shown in Fig. 13.

We are still investigating the observed di↵erences in order to better evaluate their
importance. The number of emitted electrons is somewhat higher for the flat surface than
for the 3-ridge rough one. The flat surface sees the same magnitude of Schottky e↵ect
while the 3-ridges surface the bending is higher on the top of the ridges and lower in the
valleys. At the higher wavelengths (lower photon energies - data points at � = 750 and
826.5 nm, the QE for the rough surface is higher than the flat surface. For these cases, the
emission is essentially from the top of the ridges where the Schottky e↵ect is the strongest.

22

Figure 10: Ex component of the electric field calculated from the ES solver.
Intensity in the x-y plane and a line-out at y = Ly/2. The field due to space
charge is not taken into account.
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Effects of roughness and electron-electron scattering on
quantum efficiency in simulations for Sb.
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For the same scattering rates, the field enhancement on the rough
surface leads to higher QE than from the flat one.

Increase of scattering rates by an order of magnitude caused a
decrease in the QE by a factor of around two - it is also photon
energy dependent.

The energy dependence of the scattering rate affects the spectral
response of the QE.
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QE in GaAs is less affected by this type of roughness.
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The electron dynamics is very different. In Sb, the dynamics is
diffusion dominated. In GaAs, it involves both drift and diffusion.

The simulations were done with electron affinity set to 0.3 eV for
increased emission.
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The roughness causes greater deviations in the mean
transverse energy (MTE).
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Figure 11: Comparison of MTE results from the flat and 3-ridges emission surfaces
for the photon wavelengths simulated. The results are calculated at the emission
surface and at a diagnostics surface near the exit of the simulation domain.

The MTE for the flat emission surface does not depend on where we
calculate the MTE since the electric field does not have non-zero
transverse components in vacuum.
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Roughness causes a tail in the angular distribution of
emitted electrons.

Software for Modeling and Design of Diamond Amplifier Cathodes Tech-X Corp.
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Figure 19: Angular distributions for photon energy of ~! = 2.3 eV with the left column
of plots from the run with the 3-ridge emission surface while the right column is from the
run with a flat emission surface. The top row is for the distribution at the emission surface
while the bottom row is for the diagnostics surface near the exit of the simulation domain.

Distributions from simulations with the highest photon excitation energy is shown in
Fig. 19. The angular distribution for the flat emission surface is e↵ectively restricted
to a maximum angle smaller than 20 degrees during emission while for the three ridges
we have a tail that is non zero all the way to the maximum angle plotted of 45 degrees.
Our understanding is that all these angles are present due to emission from the area of
the walls on each ridge. At the exit surface diagnostic, the main area under the angular
distributions has shifted to lower polar angle in both cases. This is due to the increase
of the longitudinal velocity of the vacuum electrons in the applied electric field. For the
flat surface, the transverse electron velocities are e↵ectively unchanged since there is no
transverse electric field. For the 3-ridge simulation, there is transverse field that is stronger
between the ridges. This field a↵ects the transverse electron velocities.

One feature that we are still to better understand is the peak in the angular distribution
(clearly seen in the emission from flat surfaces) near the cut-o↵ polar angle. It is possible
that this peak is due to electrons that tunnel near the top of the surface barrier. Our
simulations include the image charge contribution to the surface potential and the coupling

29

Figure 12: Photon energy was ~ω = 2.3 eV. Left column is from the the 3-ridge
emission surface runs and the right column is from the flat surface ones. Top row
is for the distribution at the emission surface while the bottom row is for the
diagnostics surface near the exit of the simulation domain. The tail is likely due
to transverse field components between the ridges and emission from the ridge
walls and the valleys.
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Summary

We implemented models to simulate electron emission from Sb and
GaAs photocathodes with controlled rough surfaces in the 3D VSim
PIC code.

Initial results show that the QE from rough Sb surfaces was higher
than from flat ones. This behavior is reversed when using GaAs.
However, the electron dynamics in GaAs has a strong drift component
compared to Sb which is diffusion dominated. In GaAs, scattering is
mainly with low-energy phonon processes allowing electrons to survive
for much longer time also leading to much higher QE values.

Transverse fields in the regions between ridges could lead to increase
of the MTE by a factor of two or more.

Future work will include accurate representation of the DOS (Bullett,
1975), modeling time-varying laser pulse absorption at oblique
incidence, surface-varying (due to interference) light intensity
absorption, and finite emissive layer thickness modeling.
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Field enhancement effects in GaAs Simulations with rough
surfaces.

Figure 13: Electron emission at times 0.125 ps, 0.25 ps, and 0.325 ps for photon
energy of 1.65 eV. Electrons in GaAs are plotted with blue circles while vacuum
electrons are plotted with red ones.
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